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40 years of experience of Kerto LVL production. With two LVL
mills and 5 production lines Metsä Wood is the largest producer
of LVL in Europe and fourth largest in the world. We have key
partnerships in Australia with selected Wholesalers that can
add value to your businesses.

Metsä Wood is part of Metsä Group, a forerunner in sustainable
bioeconomy utilising renewable wood from sustainably
managed northern forests. An internationally leading forest
products supplier, Metsä Group employs approximately 9300
people worldwide and is owned by approximately 100,000
Finnish forest owners.
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+61 424 441964
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ASSOCIATION UPDATE

ASSOCIATION NEWS

SUSTAINABILITY IN THE
WORKPLACE
Most businesses now acknowledge that
incorporating sustainability practices is
critical for their operations, finances, their
relationship with the community and with
their employees.
Research conducted on the benefits of
sustainability in the workplace found the
benefits include financial, such as energy
conservation increasing savings in the
utilities bills. The study also concluded that
employee retention, productivity and overall
engagement all go up within the workplace
as sustainable practices improve.
For an organisation to be truly sustainable,
it requires everyone to be committed to the
cause – from the owner/manager to
employees.
It only takes small actions to start the
4 TIMBER TRADER NEWS / MARCH 2021

sustainability movement. It should
implement as a two-tier action:
1. Through operational processes/
implementation
2. Employee engagement

OPERATIONAL PROCESSES/
IMPLEMENTATION
Be sustainable in everyday practices
There are several actions you can take in
your day-to-day operations to promote
sustainable retail.
Some of these include:
• Choose energy-efficient equipment,
lights and appliances, eg, swap out
your traditional incandescent light bulbs
with energy-saving options like CLF and
LED lighting.
• Review and rationalise or optimise
current equipment in the business.
• Even the simple action of having regular
maintenance on equipment to check its
operation so it is running at its most
economical will help.

• Investigate renewable power/fuel options
(solar and solar/battery systems have a
short installation payback time in many
business applications).
Minimise paper usage
There are so many areas that can and have
reduced paper. With the technology
available, businesses are well on their way
in paper reduction. Examples of this include;
• electronic payslips
• electronic rosters
• ordering online with suppliers
• social media for short-term marketing
and advertising
• training by using e-learning.
Other areas for businesses to review for
sustainability include:
• Waste streams
• Maintenance in cleanliness, equipment
and operational safe workspace
• Using eco-friendly chemicals in the work
environment
www.timbertradernews.com
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Ann Sanfey
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• Packaging alternatives (suppliers and
customers)
• Digital bulletin screen in the staff
common area. If this isn’t practical,
laminate important posters so they last
longer

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
Review employees’ sustainability
practices
Not only is a recycling program something
many employees want and appreciate, but it
may also be required.
• Give employees the ability to recycle in
the staff break rooms
• Recycle paper and containers (metal
cans, plastic bottles and tubs, and glass
bottles and jars)
• Sort and separate recyclables correctly
(glass is almost always collected
separately)
• Other materials/equipment: can it be
up-cycled/donated?
Above all, make it easy for your employees
by keeping recycling receptacles easily
accessible. You may even want to place
posters above bins showing what should go

in each one and what should not.
Create a green team
Invite employees to develop a green team.
The goal of this group is to build internal
awareness of the business’s efforts, educate
others on important environmental issues
and provide opportunities for employees to
brainstorm and give their sustainability
ideas.
This is a great way to gain a better
understanding of what sustainability
measures are most important to your staff.
From there, you will be better equipped to
develop an approach that fits the needs of
your workers.
A green team is also a great way to get
your entire staff on board with your
environmental initiatives.
Provide Incentives and make it fun
No employee wants to add another chore to
their list of work responsibilities, so it is
important to make workplace sustainability
enjoyable. Make these processes easy. This
could be as simple as providing more bins in
the common areas or space to store their
own utensils (if possible).

No employee wants to add another chore to their
list of work responsibilities, so it is important to
make workplace sustainability enjoyable.

Motivate employees with incentives for
maintaining a green work environment.
Reward employees with awards such as
Green Champion of the Month or other
types of reward systems.

MGA TMA LEGAL AND IR TEAM
ANNOUNCEMENTS
MGA TMA is very pleased to announce two
new lawyers to our Legal and IR Team.
They are Angeline Lee and Catherine
Flannery-Sweet. They have both previously
worked in the area of employment law and
are looking forward to providing legal
assistance to all our MGA TMA members.
Our communication channels have
continued to remain open as normal
throughout last year’s COVID lockdowns to
our members, and offer assistance, in
respect of all employment requirements.
Both Angeline and Catherine are both ready
to assist members, as are David Mostokly
and Marie Brown – National Legal Counsel.
David Mostokly has been with MGA TMA
for several years and has established a
strong working relationship with our
members. He has resolved many workplace
issues and has made a great contribution to
the team. MGA TMA is very pleased to
elevate David to the position of Senior
Workplace Relations Lawyer in the Legal
and IR team. David is available to provide
help and assistance on a wide range of
issues to our members, and he enjoys the
many challenges that are often presented to
him. We wish him well in his new role.
For any enquiries regarding MGA TMA
contact Ann Sanfey, national membership
manager on 0411 886 716 or ann.sanfey@
mga.asn.au

TABMA
Dean Wilson, WHS Safety Officer
WHS AND YOUNG PEOPLE
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As we begin a new year, you may be
welcoming new staff, many of whom will be
young people embarking on their first job. In
Australia, young people (15-24 years)
account for approximately 20% of our
workforce. While there are benefits to hiring
young workers such as cost effectiveness,
enthusiasm and flexibility, young people can
also be at higher risk of workplace injury. In
a SafeWork Australia study, 12% of serious
injury claims in 2018/2019 were made by
workers under 25 years.
Safe Work Australia identified some
reasons young workers are vulnerable:
• Lack of experience and maturity
• Yet to develop their skills and
competencies
www.timbertradernews.com
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As an employer, WHS
is your responsibility.
Make sure you
understand the young
person’s skills and
competencies.
• Fostering a positive workplace culture
that includes young people.

Reluctance to speak out about problems
Keen to impress their employer
Over-confident in their capabilities
A lack of awareness of WHS risks and
responsibilities.

In 2019, Australian Workers Compensation
reported that Agriculture, Forestry and
Fishing had the highest rates of serious
injury in Australia, and not-far behind in third
place was Transport and Warehousing, with
Construction in fourth.
As employers within these industries,
it is essential we take the safety of young
workers seriously and ensure safe work

Suppliers of
Ecowood®
Decking Products

practices and training begin on the day
they start.
Leaders within your organisation have the
greatest influence over young people.
Therefore, it is important to model and
prioritise WHS to promote positive and
responsible workplace safety attitudes.
Some tips that can help you achieve
this include:
• Provide the right tools, training and
supervision
• Education around WHS rights and
responsibilities
• Empowering them to speak up about
WHS if they identify a problem

Young workers also have a responsibility for
their safety at work including:
• Following all reasonable instructions
• Following workplace policies and
procedures
• Not putting yourself or other employees
at risk
• Wearing PPE as required
• Reporting unsafe situations, injuries or
near misses to your supervisor

Preserved Wood Decking
with stability and performance!
Treatment does not affect timber dimensions.
Durable against decay and termite damage.
Preserved in final shape and form.
Ideal for sensitive applications or where frequent
human contact is expected.
 Can be painted, stained or oiled.





H3
Ecowood is registered trademarks of Lonza or its subsidiaries used under licence.
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Contact Us for sales or go online for a
copy of our new DIY Deck Guide

 www.outdoortimber.com.au
 sales@outdoortimber.com.au
 03 8706 1250
© Outdoor Timber 2019

Having the right systems in place at your
workplace to provide young people with the
safety support that will protect them will go a
long way to ensure that the next generation
of workers’ journeys will be safe ones.
If you have any concerns or would like to
improve the safety in your workplace,
TABMA can assist you with tailoring a
system to suit your needs. Contact Dean
Wilson dean.w@tabma.com.au to discuss
your safety requirements.
www.timbertradernews.com
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•
•

As an employer, WHS is your responsibility.
Ensure you understand the young person’s
skills and competencies, remember
everyone learns at a different pace and in
different ways.
Some ways in which employers can
provide support may include:
• Instruction on how to do their job safely
and recognise hazards
• Demonstrating how to operate machinery
and equipment safely
• Assigning a mentor to the young person,
or a buddy of similar age with more
experience but is more comfortable for
the young person to approach.
• Introduce them to the staff and include
them in office culture
• Provide PPE where appropriate and show
workers how to use it
• Let workers know how they can report
safety concerns and hazards
• Introduce them to workplace layout,
immediate supervisors and co-workers
• Develop an Induction program that
requires signing off before
commencement in their role.

ASSOCIATION UPDATE

TTIA
Brian Beecroft
TTIA LEGAL SERVICE IN HEAVY
DEMAND
It is now 12 years since the legal entity of
TTIA Pty Ltd was set up by TTIA to minimise
TTIA member exposure to litigation and
vexatious claims.
It was established so TTIA members, in
today’s litigious environment, can have faith
in their industry Association to defend them
across a range of increasing areas of legal
exposure in the workplace.
The main focuses of our representation
in the timber product industry include
industrial/employment relations, workplace
health and safety, underpayment issues,
discrimination, policy audits and other
workplace matters.
As we only work for employers in the
timber products industry and timber supply
chain, it gives us a distinct advantage over
external lawyers without the experience in
our industry awards, workplace practices
and tribunals.
During the past 12 months despite the
onset of Covid, TTIA has been involved in an
increased caseload regarding:
• unfair dismissals,
• Fair Work general protection claims,
• discrimination matters,
• enterprise agreement negotiation/
renewals,
• Fair Work Commission disputes (one full
bench),

• Managed Exit matters (Deed of Release),
• Safework NSW prosecutions,
• Workplace audits.
The rates for this service are heavily
discounted for TTIA Members when
compared to the costs charged by
external firms.
Contact TTIA on (02) 9264 0011 to learn
more about being protected by your
industry legal service.

VICTORIAN WORKPLACE
MANSLAUGHTER LAWS
Amid all the disruption regarding Covid
shutdowns, Jobkeeper eligibility and
business survival in 2020, a reminder
that the Victorian government passed laws
last year from 1 July that introduced
Workplace Manslaughter legislation,
making it a criminal offence.
Negligent employers now face fines of up
to $16.5 million and individuals face up to
25 years in jail. The new offence will be
investigated by Worksafe Victoria using

Victoria’s new
Workplace
Manslaughter
legislation makes it
a criminal offence.

its powers under the Occupational Health
and Safety Act 2004.
The offence applies to employers, selfemployed people and “officers” of the
employer. It also applies when an
employer’s negligent conduct causes the
death of a member of the public.
The legislation goes on further to expand
on the criteria of a workplace death. Haulage
operations should take note that fatalities
that occur on the road will fall under this
legislation as will suicides attributable to
workplace health and safety failure and
deaths from industry diseases.
It is now even more important to be
proactive and arrange for a risk assessment
and examination of your safety
documentation and procedures.
Contact the TTIA WHS unit on either
(02) 9264 0011 or 0418 280 335 to arrange
a no-obligation visit by our experienced
safety experts.

JOBMAKER HIRING CREDIT
PAYMENT SCHEME
Eligible TTIA Members should know that
they can receive payments for each eligible
additional employee they hire between
7 October 2020 and 6 October 2021 of:
• up to $10,400 over a year for each one
aged 16 to 29, and
• up to $5,200 over a year for each one
aged 30 to 35.
The ATO called on eligible employers to:
• register using ATO online services, Online
services for business or the Business
Portal, or through a registered tax or BAS
agent;
• nominate their eligible new employees by
having their employees complete a
JobMaker employee notice, running
payroll events and supplying the required
additional information through their Single
Touch Payroll-enabled software;
• claim using ATO online services, Online
services for business or the Business
Portal, or through a registered tax or BAS
agent.

PHOTO: JANE0606/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

The ATO has stated that eligible employers
can start claiming payments in arrears
every three months from 1 February 2021
for up to 12 months for each additional
eligible employee.
The ATO encouraged business owners to
check their eligibility as well as check the
JobMaker Hiring Credit payment estimator
at www.ato.gov.au/Calculators-and-tools/
JobMaker-Hiring-Credit-paymentestimator/ to find out how much they
may receive.
Businesses can learn more about the
JobMaker Hiring Credit scheme at www.ato.
gov.au/General/JobMaker-Hiring-Credit/
www.timbertradernews.com
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Left and above: The new Marrickville Library is the
first Frame Australia webinar topic.

Future webinars will also focus on real
projects, real challenges and real solutions:
• From concept to completion -– covering
the entire design and build process.
• Presenters include developers, architects,
engineers, builders and key suppliers.
• Learn from the successes (and
challenges) of the pioneers.
• A wide range of innovative timber and
mass wood projects.
• Discussion focus on ‘real’ challenges and
‘real’ solutions with interactive Q&A.
• CPD accredited.

New webinar series
Frame Australia’s new CPD-accredited webinars follow
innovative timber projects.

F

rame Australia has been at the forefront
of encouraging offsite and mass timber
construction in Australia for over 20 years
now, and in recent years, the effort has
borne a substantial harvest.
With multiple projects completed and in
use around Australia, Frame Australia is now
adding to its annual Timber Offsite
Construction event (see page 28 for details)
with monthly webinars where presenters
will share their experiences in this
construction method. The webinars are
designed to both demystify the process for
professionals and help the industry advocate
for more large timber construction with

benefits including demonstrably proven
faster construction times, higher build
quality, less site labour, less waste, less
disruption, lower environmental impact and
lower project costs overall.
The series commenced in February with a
look at the new Marrickville Library, overall
winner at the Australian Timber Design 2020
Awards. Presenters including the project
architects BVN, builder CD Construction
Group and timber supplier Rubner Holzbau
from Italy discussed the technological and
logistical requirements of this build and the
reasons behind their material choices, which
included glulam, blackbutt and Tasmanian oak.

For more information and to register for
webinars, visit www.frameaustralia.com

NEW PRODUCT ON THE MARKET? BIG NEWS? DON’T KEEP IT TO YOURSELF! If you are launching a product
or your business has an announcement, send it to news@timbertradernews.com for the chance to be featured here.
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INDUSTRY NEWS

March’s topic is the Iron Creek Bay Farm
Stay project near Hobart, which is nearing
construction completion. It is a model for
the DfMA (design for manufacture and
assembly) process with close collaboration
between architect Misho Vasiljevich and CLT
supplier XLam creating significant
efficiencies in manufacture and assembly.
Vasiljevich will be joined by Nick Hewson,
Head of Design at XLam, for the webinar.
Held on Wednesdays at 11am, the
webinars will also be available from the
Frame Australia archive for those unable to
attend live online.
With an increasing local production on
EWP and other innovative materials and
related digital technologies that will drive
offsite production and mass timber
construction costs lower, plus mounting
environmental pressures in the broader
community, the boom in larger timber will
only pick up pace. Now is the time to see
how it can benefit your practice or company.
Each seminar is one hour long and, where
pertinent, is nationally CPD accredited for
1.5 Points by the Australian Institute of
Building (AIB).
Registration is only $85 including GST, for
both the live event and online viewing.

Safety | Storage | Efficiency

Manage your timber loads safely, using less space and more productively with Combilift’s materials
handling solutions, and with delivery before end 2020 on many models available its a safe bet to go
with Combilift
•
•
•

Safer product handling
Optimised production space
Improved storage capacity

•
•

Increased productivity & output
Enhanced profits

Contact us today to schedule a free on site survey
combilift.com
1300 552 422

NEWS IN BRIEF

Bushfire prediction
Consistent models and high-tech simulations to fight blazes.

C

SIRO and AFAC, the National Council for
Fire and Emergency Services, have
announced an agreement to build a
nationally consistent bushfire modelling and
prediction capability after the Black Summer
fires of 2019/20.
The Spark fire prediction platform
currently used by CSIRO will be developed

into Spark Operational, a new bushfire
simulation tool, over the next three years.
Spark is one of the major bushfire
simulators currently used in Australia,
alongside the Phoenix RapidFire Simulator,
which has also contributed to the new tool.
CSIRO Chief Executive Dr Larry Marshall
says that both systems gave valuable insights

into fire behaviour, “But 2020 changed the
game forever. So, we have changed our
game too, by unleashing new science and
technology to protect our firefighters and
Australian communities. We believe this
advanced system will help firefighters outthink fire, to anticipate its actions and to get
ahead of it, so they can beat it.”
Spark Operational will initially be used
alongside the existing systems and
implemented nationally in stages. It will be
integrated with the latest meteorological
information, as well as land slope,
vegetation and other landscape information
to help inform the positioning of firefighting
resources and make data driven decisions to
keep communities safe.
It will help firefighters to make decisions
about the best times and location for hazard
reduction burning as well as help to
estimate future fire-based risks under
climate change. The fully operational version
of Spark Operational will allow fire agencies
to generate more detailed and very likely
earlier emergency warnings to communities.

Honour for billion-dollar man
Australia Day honours include the man behind the Security of
Payment Act, a genuine hero for many contractors.
he recent honours list contained some
extremely worthwhile recipients among
the usual political gongs. Few are more
deserving than Geoffrey Jochelson, who
was awarded an Order of Australia Medal for
service to the building and construction
industry, particularly security of payment.
Jochelson has literally saved contractors
around Australia billions of dollars in lost
payments through his dogged work in the
1990s and since on solving the issue of
construction payment disputes.
The 90-year-old is known for his genteel
demeanour, as a hard-working professional
and as an active member of his Sydney
Eastern Suburbs community. But it’s his
multi-decade work on securing contractor
and subcontractor rights that has had the
most impact.
As a boy in South Africa, he saw his
father, an electrical contractor in
Johannesburg, being bluntly told that he
wouldn’t get paid for his work. Not once, but
many times. At one point, his father took
out an overdraft to make sure he could pay
his subcontractors.
This injustice stayed with the young
Jochelson, who went on to enjoy a
successful career as an electrical contractor
himself and then 17 years as the commercial
manager for the National Electrical and

10 TIMBER TRADER NEWS / MARCH 2021

Communications Association in Australia, as
well as 11 years on the Adjudicators Forum,
where he still assists the Australian building
and construction industry.
In the early 1990s, he began lobbying the
NSW state government for deemed trusts in
the industry to ensure subcontractors would
be guaranteed payment. He persisted
through three different premiers, endless
proposals, assessments, meetings and
more, all around his full-time job.
At the end of 1999 it all paid off when the
New South Wales Government passed the
Building and Construction Industry Security
of Payment Act into law. This is a statutory
process where payment disputes get
decided by an adjudicator in a rapid
compulsory adjudication scheme that can go
from a claim to a decision in only six weeks.
The Security of Payment system allows
parties to bypass the lengthy and costly
litigation route that forced many contractors
to abandon the payments due to them, and
to go into liquidation.
It was so successful in NSW that it was
adopted by Victoria in 2002, Queensland in
2004, and by 2009 every Australian State
and Territory. It also spread to New Zealand,
Thailand and Singapore.
Over the last 20 years, over a billion
dollars of payments have been recovered

Above: GeoffreyJochelson, OAM.

using the Security of Payment process.
Anthony Igra, managing director of
Contractors Debt Recovery, one of
Australia’s Security of Payment specialists
said, “Geoffrey Jochelson’s work has
effectively blasted a hole through the ageold roadblock facing unpaid contractors – no
time and no money. Recovering disputed
payments used to take months or years and
cost a fortune in court proceedings. Geoffrey
changed all that.
“Now a payment dispute can be decided
in about five weeks at a tiny fraction of the
cost. It’s not an overstatement to say that
he single-handedly changed the face of
construction cashflow around the entire
country,” Igra added.
A very deserved honour, and one to which
many of us should raise our hats!
www.timbertradernews.com
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JUNE

UPCOMING EVENTS
MARCH

TRANSFORM ONLINE 2021

WOODSOLUTIONS WEBINARS
The now fortnightly webinars cover a wide
range of topics with both local and
international presenters. Free every
second Tuesday, starting at 11am
Australian East Coast Time and archived
on the WoodSolutions website. Upcoming
topics include Addressing Condensation &
Leaky Buildings on 2 March, An Architect’s
Perspective – Using Wood in Biophilic
Design on 16 March and Canada Mass
Timber and Mid-rise Update on 30 March.
For details, visit www.woodsolutions.
com.au/events

WOODSOLUTIONS NONRESIDENTIAL TIMBER BUILDING
TYPES SERIES
An eight-part short course run over Zoom,
this series will run on Thursdays until June
and discuss eight building types in detail,
alongside options and considerations that
result in the best design. For details, visit
www.woodsolutions.com.au/events

The Green Building Council’s flagship event
for sustainability in the built environment,
Transform looks at the construction and
cities as parts of circular, sustainable
economies. Featuring expert international
and local speakers over the two-day
intensive event then two weeks of specialty
breakout discussions. The conference will
run 17–18 March, 9am–5pm with breakouts
18–31 March. For details and to register,
visit www.gbcatransform.org.au

INTERNATIONAL MASS TIMBER
CONFERENCE (ONLINE)
Featuring virtual building tours, this
US-based event has over 40 speakers, 100
exhibitors and 1000 experts. Four tracks will
run simultaneously: Reimagining Our Cities;
Project Delivery With Mass Timber: New
Product, New Process; Building
Performance: Design & Implementation and
Overcoming Barriers & Growing The Market,
plus networking events. Held 30 March to
1 April. For more details and to register,
visit www.masstimberconference.com

FRAME 2021
The renowned Timber Offsite Construction
conference and exhibition will be held
Tuesday and Wednesday 22–23 June at
the Crown Promenade Melbourne.
Experts in the field will talk about
advances in building design and
construction through the lens of existing
projects. The format will combine
in-person local presentations and live
streaming of international (and interstate
where necessary) speakers with a mix of
live and online delegates. Last year’s
successful Building Project Panels are
back, with ‘real life’ discussions of
multiple timber and mass timber projects
across the spectrum of construction.
Session details and registration
available in Feb 2021 at www.
timberoffsiteconstruction.com

TABMA NATIONAL CONFERENCE
The first TABMA National Conference will
be held 16-18 June 2021 in the Hunter
Valley, NSW, along with a celebration of
TABMA’s 80th birthday. Announcement to
come at www.tabma.com.au/events/

INTRODUCING THE NEW
“H3” IRONASH TREATED F17 KD HARDWOOD &
“H2” TRUCORE TREATED F17 KD HARDWOOD
ALL NOW IN STOCK!
DISTRIBUTORS OF:

Supa17/F17KD Hardwood & Supalam F17 KD Hardwood

ALSO:

Tas Oak & Vic Ash Flooring, Archs, Square Dressed Boards,
Door Jamb Sets, Lining, Cladding and Decking.

FULL RANGE AVAILABLE

43-45 Overseas Drive
Noble Park VIC 3174
Phone: (03) 9701 2777
Fax: (03) 9701 2677

Phil McCormack: 0438 255 118
Nick Arfaras: 0438 255 115
Glenn Lawrenson: 0438 255 116
Matt Leplaa: 0403 724 184

HARDWOOD - The Proven Performer
www.timbertradernews.com
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The skin check program was added to
Health At Work’s schedule by Kristina
Billings, who noted that Australian workers
weren’t rigorous about regular check-ups.
In 2019, Health at Work conducted 3440
skin checks, detecting over 800 suspicious
moles, lesions, sunspots and cancers. Of
those, 133 (17%) turned out to be
melanomas. Early detection not only saves
lives, it makes treatment easier and faster,
reducing lost time for employees and the
risk of liability for employers.
Other Health At Work services include
mental health support, ergonomics, nutrition
and physical activity education, as well as
workshops and staff development days. The
costs are defrayed by a healthier and more
resilient workforce, and employees who can
see their welfare matters.
It’s part of a growing suite of physical and
mental workplace and telehealth companies
that deliver services in the workplace or
people’s homes. While these services won’t
replace your regular GP, they can fill in
emergency gaps for time-critical issues such
as mental health support, or provide basic
care for remote workers, saving trips into
regional centres.

Skin safety
Workplace mole checks protect your staff and save money.

For more information on skin checks, visit
www.healthatwork.net.au

onstruction, forestry, milling and even
timber retail jobs involve a lot of time
outside under the harsh Australian sun.
Living in the skin cancer capital of the world
carries annual risk, but not enough of us are
having regular skin checks.
Health At Work brings skin checks to you,
with qualified skin specialists assessing the
skin for abnormalities using a dermascope.
There are two options: Standard, which
takes 15 minutes and includes skin care
education, or Express, which takes 10
minutes and focuses on the most commonly
exposed areas (plus any areas of concern
noted by the employee). Irregularities are
referred to the employee’s GP for follow-up
and records are kept for future comparisons.

Emissions reduction
The timber industry is leading the way in meeting 2030 goals.

T

he Climate Targets Panel, a University of
Melbourne-based group including John
Hewson, Prof Will Steffen and Prof Lesley
Hughes, recently released the Australia’s
Paris Agreement Pathways report, which
showed that Australia was unlikely to meet
our Paris carbon commitments unless the
country makes at least a 50% reduction in
greenhouse gas emissions by 2030.
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Leading timber companies and the sector
as a whole are already on target. Timberlink
last year released a plan to reduce its
greenhouse gas emissions by 53% by 2030
across its direct emissions and indirect
emissions from purchased power, with a
further commitment to a 20% reduction in
indirect emissions occurring along its supply
chain by the same date.

Ernst & Young meanwhile released their
report ‘Capturing the full benefits of plantation
forestry in the Green Triangle’ last November,
showing the benefits the region’s participation
in the Carbon Farming Initiative can contribute
towards Australia’s emissions goals as well
as other economic and environmental gains.
With the prospect of carbon tariffs being
levelled by several of our major trading
partners, the benefits will only increase.
Sounds like the Federal Government should
start following the forestry sector if it wants
to hit our Paris target.
www.timbertradernews.com
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EGGER OS’Brace® with bracing solution from 2.2 kN/m (short wall) up to 6.0 kN/m.
Designed and manufactured for the Australian building industry in Europe. The 6 mm
bracing panel is an engineered wood product, certified to meet the requirements of
AS1684. Made from sustainable managed forests, the bracing panel offers excellent
dimensional stability, plus long term performance. Available as Untreated or
H2 Treated from your Timber or Trade Merchant.

NEWS IN BRIEF

The NIOA facility extension topped out in early February.

D

efence contractor NIOA’s state-of-the-art
head office in the Brisbane Airport
precinct recently saw its new five-storey
office complex top out. Using prefabricated
mass timber elements, the construction
schedule had been set at 36 days, but 10
days were saved on the actual construction.
The build is the first mass timber structure
of its kind for builder, Besix Watpac.
Site manager Ben Rowlands said, “Part of
the construction brief from the client was to
ensure we do not hinder the day to day
operations of the busy NIOA facility so the
quicker we can construct and cleaner we
can keep the site, the better.
“Using all prefabricated engineered timber
for the structure has meant we have
minimal waste on site, fewer trades on site,
faster, quieter construction and a far cleaner
site than what we see with a traditional
construction project. There was more time
spent reviewing the shop drawings and
preparation for construction but that let us
deliver on our commitment to minimise
disruption to our client during construction.”
Architects, Richard Kirk and Dr Andrew
Magub of Kirk Studio are very familiar with
designing and specifying mass engineered
timber, which helped the build team.
Magub said the building is a new typology
– a column-free space to enhance the

14 TIMBER TRADER NEWS / MARCH 2021

experience for those working within it after
completion in April: “We’re anticipating from
the research we’ve seen that this timber
building will produce a better work
environment than a traditional office.”
While the load-bearing ground floor is

PHOTOS AND EDITED TEXT: COURTESY HYNE TIMBER

Mass timber at Brisbane airport

made of traditional concrete, the four-storey
walls, floors, roof, stairwell and lift shaft are
all Cross Laminated Timber supplied by
XLam, while the columns and bracing are all
Glue Laminated Timber supplied by Hyne
Timber. The timber is all Australian grown and
certified plantation pine. The volume of timber
used in this building will grow back within
Australian plantation in just 45 minutes.
Hyne’s Rob Mansell said, “It’s been great
to supply this local project and work with
the professional team to see this showcase
come to fruition. It’s also great for our
employees who manufacture the engineered
timber see their work coming together for
an exceptional office space for the future.”
For more, visit www.hyne.com.au and
https://defence.nioa.com.au/about-nioa

www.timbertradernews.com
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In brief

T

wo Benalla mills have received part of
the Victorian Government’s $40 milllion
Forestry Recovery and Development fund.
D&R Henderson was awarded
$3.294 million for a new heat plant that will
use waste products as a fuel source to
power kilns, saving energy costs and
reducing the amount of waste to landfill.
Ryan & McNulty received $1.188 million for
new technology to process smaller, lowergrade sawlogs and produce a quality, valueadded product suitable for structural beams
and furniture manufacturing. On top of the
Benalla mills Xlam Holdings in Wodonga
received $1.53 million and Alpine MDF
Industries in Wangaratta was awarded
$4.38 million. Find the full story at www.
benallaensign.com.au

A

fter a devastating fire through the
region in January 2019, The Southwood
Mill near Huonville, Tasmania has
announced the creation of 30 new jobs at
the facility, with hiring to start as soon
as possible. Andrew Walker, CEO of mill
operator Neville Smith Forest Products,
told the ABC the mill will be increasing

production to a double shift from 1 July this
year. “It has been a challenging period in
the southern forest, with the fires followed
by Covid, but … it shows our confidence in
the sector.” The jobs will primarily be filled
from the local area, with traineeships also
offered. The additional timber resource is
coming from a mix of public and private
forests that are all sustainable and fully
certified and will go to Australian
construction and other local timber
businesses including Tasmanian small boat
builders. For the full story, visit www.abc.
net.au/radio/programs/tas-countryhour/mill-workers/13136046

T

he Australian Workers Union has
launched a national campaign to raise
awareness of silicosis, a deadly disease
caused through breathing in silica dust. In
2020, more than 350 people were
diagnosed with the disease, which starts
with impaired breathing and can progress to
debilitating lung disease or in severe cases
death within 5-10 years. Stone benchtops in
residential kitchens have become a major
vector of the disease in recent years and
specialists warn we may be about to see an
asbestos-like wave of disease as young

tradies with high levels of exposure become
ill. The AWU says preliminary reforms
recommended by the Federal Government’s
National Dust Disease Taskforce will only
provide extra protection for stonemasons,
leaving the construction industry, miners,
quarry workers, and tunnellers out in the
cold. The AWU Silica Kills campaign calls for
tougher national regulations with minimum
benchmarks that protect all workers
exposed to deadly silica dust. To learn more
about the campaign visit www.awu.net.
au/national/campaigns/13261/silicosiskills/ and to learn more about silicosis and
related diseases, plus protection measures
including wet work surfaces and ventilation,
visit www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/silica

L

og truck drivers claim they were delayed
for about six hours after forestry
protesters from the Bob Brown Foundation
blockaded a woodchip mill in Northern
Tasmania. More than 50 loaded log trucks
were prevented from entering, while the
protesters claim some of their own
vehicles’ tyres were slashed. For the full
story, see www.abc.net.au/news/202102-12/bob-brown-foundation-protestwoodchip-mill-tasmania/13148658
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ORDER NOW TO CLAIM YOUR
INSTANT ASSET WRITE OFF!
• Framequip Length Master
• Fresh new reliable ideas in
Automation
• Material guided by hardend linear
bearing rail
• Driving force transmitted by
toothed belt
• Modular construction
• 23-inch touch screen windows 10
• Automatically reads all the latest
files from all major plate suppliers
• PC to Plc via Ethernet connection
no more unreliable servo cards
• Cuts up to 5 members at a time
• Advanced colour enhancement on
members size and grade
• Auto manual mode
• Online back-up support
• Printer option available
• 3m Infeed
• Dust extractor included
• Installation available anywhere

View the
youtube links:

Nogg master:
Nogg nailer:
https://youtu.be/vU1PkXUBQGo https://youtu.be/rDdzhch1FI0

“We support you!”

Auto nailer:
https://youtu.be/tLZptX1PBYU

Rob Armour | Framequip PTY LTD | Service You Can Rely On
p: 0423 732 275 e: rob@framequip.com w: framequip.com.au

GOLD SPONSORS
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Developing
designers
The 2021 Fleetwood
Challenge Cup asks
Australian university students
to tackle construction issues.

L

ast year’s inaugural Fleetwood Challenge
Cup saw several leading Australian
universities deliver innovative and practical
affordable housing projects from their crossdisciplinary built environment student teams
(see the story in TTN November 2020). In
2021, the Challenge is running again, with
this year’s theme the adaptation and
reconfiguration of empty buildings to drive
building re-use, incorporating both
residential and retail components.
With the pandemic accelerating the
emptying of many central business districts
and some high street shops around
Australia, there is an enormous need to
repurpose the empty structures left behind.
The Fleetwood Challenge has identified
several specific social issues for teams to
tackle this year, including high building
vacancy rates, demand in the social
infrastructure space, lagging productivity,
tight labour markets and ageing populations.
Teams of emerging architects, engineers
and construction professionals from major
Australian universities are asked to come up
with practical, cost-effective and

This year’s theme is
the adaptation of
empty buildings.
implementable concepts in response.
Offsite manufacturing and prefabrication are
leveraged as tools to support flexible
adaption of existing spaces and meet the
demands of the future thanks to their cost
and time savings and enhanced safety and
community amenity.

AUTOBUILD NEWS

AUTOBUILD NEWS

AUTOBUILD NEWS
Models of possibility
Panelisation and offsite construction are natural evolutions of F&T. So why are these
technologies taking so long to filter through the construction sector? We asked the experts.

THE CHALLENGE CUP
Crough, who is a founding member of
prefabAUS, the peak body and hub for the
Australian offsite construction industry, was
approached by the Fleetwood team. “They
had come up with this concept and we had
a look at it and thought it was a really

excellent idea,” he says. “So we went into
partnership together to deliver the project.”
A rapid growth in construction technology
in recent decades, particularly in DfMA
(design for manufacture and assembly) and
BIM (building information modelling) has
made it possible for the construction industry
to advance quickly. But the growth has
outstripped many practitioners. As Crough
explains, “These things together are allowing
this really fast move to automation,to
subassemblies and components that can be
integrated into buildings but there’s not a lot
of knowledge out there. Most professionals
in the industry were educated before this
boom happened in the last few years.”
Accordingly, he was excited that the
Challenge targets design and engineering
students. Mancini was just as pleased for
Curtin to be one of the institutions
approached for the opportunity, as it tied
neatly into several teaching streams.
“We have a number of theses revolving
around exactly these themes of affordability
through prefabrication or industrialisation of
methods of construction,” Mancini says.
“We approach these themes as designers,
but this competition has given us the
opportunity to work together with engineers
which is a fantastic plus. It was a great
experience for both sides to listen to and
understand each other. The work became
very collaborative, rather than individual and,

Above from left: Zoe Yeoh, Associate Professor Francesco Mancini and Damien Crough.
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during the process of design, students had
the opportunity to learn more about
production systems and technologies and
how these can support sustainability.”
Yeoh, who comes from an architecture
background and is in her first year of a
Masters degree was part of Curtin Team 4,
whose entry won the Fleetwood Industry
Award. For Yeoh and her colleagues, the
real-world applications were essential.
“From the start of the competition, our
team’s goal was to challenge conventional
design systems and come up with an
innovative solution for the future of offsite
construction to a degree of resolution that
would be buildable,” Yeoh says.
“The process leading to the final proposal
involved extensive research on DfMA and
DFD (data flow diagram) construction and
testing on the architectural side to deliver a
novel, functional concept and detailing to the
project, as well as on the engineers to ensure
the proposal would be structurally sound.”
In addition to the design challenge, the
brief’s focus on affordable/social housing
provided inspiration. As Yeoh says, “There are
so many ideas we could lend to the public
housing sector that go beyond the brief of
being affordable – bringing other value to the
design, particularly in rehabilitating and
enhancing community relationships.”

COMMUNITY BUILDING
While the Fleetwood Challenge Cup is a
single, annual event, it reflects the close
relationship between researchers and
industry in developing offsite models.
Crough has a long list of the former:
“There’s the University of Melbourne with
their Centre for Advanced Manufacturing and
Prefabricated Housing. Curtin University,
obviously, while Monash University
developed the handbook for modular
construction and Deakin University is teaching
the fundamentals of prefabrication. At
Western Sydney University, David Chandler
the new adjunct professor has set up the

Above: The Curtin University Team 2 entry for the Fleetwood Challenge Cup. EWP were chosen to reduce the carbon footprint and deliver a quick build.

www.timbertradernews.com
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t recent construction conferences, the
words offsite, panelised and modular
have been favourites. They’re attractive ideas
– fabricating a more finished product than
wall frames and trusses and delivering
buildings Lego-like to site comes with many
advantages, including much less working at
height. But while offsite timber construction
is delivering landmark buildings like Brisbane’s
25 King, its adoption has been slow for midtier and small builders and fabricators.
One cause has been industry inexperience
in designing for offsite. To help counter this,
Fleetwood Building Solutions teamed up with
prefabAUS to run the Fleetwood Challenge
Cup, asking teams of built environment
students from selected universities to submit
designs for affordable modular housing units
(see page 10). We spoke with Damien
Crough, executive chairman at prefabAUS and
A/Prof Francesco Mancini of the Curtin
University School of Design and the Built
Environment about the challenge and offsite
methods, and with Zoe Yeoh about her
experience as a participant.
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Centre for Smart Modern Construction and
then there’s Newcastle University – they’re
focusing on the safety benefits of offsite
manufacturing. And many more.”
As for their industry partners, the key
triggers are securing funding and driving the
policy changes that see clients turn to offsite
when making procurement choices. Mancini’s
team at Curtin collaborates with the
Sustainable Built Environment National
Research Centre (www.sbenrc.com.au) who
aim (amid a broader program) to promote
good-quality affordable housing within the
context of existing urban developed precincts.
He gives the example of his adopted home
city: “Traditionally, the WA market has been
characterised by single housing. Now there is
an increase in multi-res housing projects,
particularly in the City of Perth region. There
is a plan to increase the population and bring
more intensity of life. Both the state
government and the city are persuaded this
can happen through densification of the
urban environment, reducing the urban
sprawl and concentrating efforts on
transport-oriented design opportunities.”
www.timbertradernews.com

Offsite construction methods are well
suited to these goals. And while they are
‘material agnostic’, the model’s emphasis on
sustainability and whole of life cycle design
means that timber – both EWP and
lightweight framing – with solutions for
keeping costs down and speeding up
program delivery schedules, is very attractive.
Unfortunately, not all governments are as
active as WA with its roughly 33,000
affordable/social housing units built per year
(though Mancini notes the demand still
outstrips supply and the location of many
housing projects is less effective than it
could be). Despite widespread industry
hopes that funding for social housing would
form a key part of the recent Federal Budget
construction stimulus, it was left out.
Crough was sadly unsurprised by this.
He’s not convinced the will is there at a
government level. “If you’ve ever spoken to
Rob Pradolin [from Housing All Australians],
he’ll tell you that it’s probably the private
sector that has to do it. And I think that is
what it comes down to,” he says. “Build to
rent is starting to take shape now in

Australia, where it hasn’t before. There are
really successful models in the UK and US
and Europe and it’s now got some of the big
Tier 1 companies looking at it.”
Having had a long career in Italy, Mancini is
sanguine about government inertia:
“Sometimes they are listening, sometimes
they’re not. One thing I have found is they
listen when they see examples of best
practice.” He suggests ways the private
sector can work closely with researchers: “If
we are able to build the perfect prototype:
that’s a winning investment.”
Mancini urges building prototypes that are
able to quickly show evidence of how they
improve multiple aspects of the community –
from the built environment, to having key
workers close to jobs, to helping solve various
community dysfunctions.

DISRUPTING TRADITIONS
In other construction areas, the Victorian
government has impressed Crough with its
openness to policy changes within the
building sector. “prefabAUS was involved
in helping them on their construction
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The Challenge Cup was developed by
prefabAUS in partnership with Fleetwood
Building Solutions in a bid to engage senior
architectural, engineering and construction
management (AEC) students and accelerate
the development of emerging talent, new
ideas and pipeline innovation into Australia’s
construction industry.
“We believe a new level of collaboration
and fresh thinking is required to push the
boundaries to deliver more sustainable,
flexible and adaptable building solutions,”
says Jason Kunkler, chief operating officer at
Fleetwood Building Solutions.
“We have created a platform for some of
the best and brightest minds to work across
disciplines and get exposure to the
innovation, possibilities and flexibility offsite
manufacturing has to offer.”
The Challenge has first, second and third
place cash prizes, as well as the Fleetwood
industry award for the team demonstrating
the best use of offsite manufacturing and
integration of architectural, engineering and
construction-related disciplines.
“As the peak body for Australia’s off-site
construction industry, we see the Challenge
as a great opportunity to showcase innovation
in action,” prefabAUS executive chair Damien
Crough adds. “As we emerge from the Covid
pandemic with very high vacancy rates, the
need to find sustainable ways to adapt,
extend and reconfigure existing buildings
using prefabrication and offsite manufacturing
is more vital than ever before. We look
forward to seeing the creative solutions this
year’s teams come up with.”
For more, visit www.fleetwood.com.
au/the-fleetwood-challenge-cup/

Want the full story? Subscribe to the TimberTrader News fortnightly e-newsletter at www.timbertradernews.com/
subscribe/newsletters
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Above: One of the innovative 2020 Fleetwood Challenge Cup entries from Curtin University Team 6.
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The finest cuts
Timberlink’s new CLT/GLT plant in Tarpeena has moved a step closer towards production with
the order of a new Hundegger PBA Industry Machine for millimetre-perfect panels.
arpeena, on South Australia’s Limestone
Coast is a typical small town. The pub is
the centre of local life (it’s also the post
office and takeaway) and there are about
400 people who live there. They lost the
local school years ago but, on the upside,
they have the huge Timberlink sawmill
maintaining local jobs, and it’s about to
grow significantly again.
Timberlink is building Australia’s first
combined CLT/GLT (glulam) plant here
beside the established sawmill. It’s a $60
million investment (with help from the South
Australian government) and looks set to
invigorate the local market in multiple ways,
far beyond jobs. The newest progress
announcement from the eagerly anticipated
project is a contract for Hans Hundegger AG
to supply key CNC machining equipment.
This supply kicks off with a Hundegger
PBA Industry machine, the first delivered to
the Southern Hemisphere. It weighs around
80 tonnes and uses the latest in CNC
automation technology to precisely custom
cut CLT pieces to order.
Most of the CLT produced will be supplied
directly to builders as part of an engineered
solution – an almost Lego-like method of
building that focuses on offsite construction
and panelisation and allows for faster, safer
construction, particularly on larger builds.
“Due to the DfMA nature of the product,
working in CLT or other mass timber is
much more of a collaborative process than

light timber,” says Sam Rowe, general
manager at Hundegger Australasia. “It often
starts with a builder, developer or architect
asking if a project can be built in CLT rather
than steel or concrete. Light timber internal
structures can compliment this in some
cases. They come to the supplier and that
supplier has engineers and designers who’ll
demonstrate how it can be done.”
That demonstration takes place in a BIM
(building information modelling) environment
where all the details of the building are
planned upfront – with full engagement of the
designers, engineers and more – to ensure
the best, most efficient build process as well
as outcome. Details as precise as light switch
and drain positions are added to the digital
plans to make sure service access routes are
optimised, and the digital representations
generated through the BIM process allow
clients to ‘step into’ and sign off on the virtual
building before construction begins. The result
is that by the time the materials are ordered,
each piece has exact details for how it will be
cut and where it will be positioned.
Timberlink’s David Oliver, EGM sales,
marketing and corporate affairs, says, “The
panels are then put through the Hundegger
CNC machine and produced to the precise
specification of the required product, which
is delivered to site and incorporated directly
into the building.”
The huge Hundegger PBA Industry
machine delivers 63kW of power through

“This upfront collaboration means every
element is pre-designed and supplied to
site millimetre perfect.”
18 TIMBER TRADER NEWS / MARCH 2021

single or dual processing spindles, which
work with accurate positioning technology
and a multi-tool magazine and automatic tool
changer, to allow for quick, precise five-axis
cutting. CAMBIUM software helps deliver
high efficiency and process optimisation. It
can process panels into millimetre-perfect
building elements up to 16m wide, 3.5m
wide and 400mm thick.
“Thanks to the upfront collaboration, and
the abilities of the machine, every element
is pre-designed and supplied to site
millimetre perfect,” says Oliver.
“Our machines and our software work
seamlessly within this process,” says Rowe.
“There’s an enormous combined project
experience between Timberlink and
Hundegger, and a clear understanding of the
local market, which are both central to how
well this project will succeed.”

LOCAL SUPPLY
After a difficult 2020, during which multiple
supply issues for EWP emerged (some of
which are still playing out), the promise of
the Tarpeena plant opening in 2023 is gamechanging for the Australian market.
Not only will it guarantee high-quality CLT
and glulam delivery in timely windows, but it
provides a much-needed final step in the
local EWP market, freeing end users from
the vagaries of overseas processing.
It’s also a logical next step in Timberlink’s
strong investment over recent years. As
Oliver says, “We’ve invested significantly in
our facilities, with $130 million combined in
recent and ongoing tranches building a
world-class sawmill at Tarpeena (located on
the same site as the coming CLT/GLT plant.)
“We’ve also invested $32 million at our
mill in Tasmania, so we’re producing more
timber than we ever have, making our
www.timbertradernews.com
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Above: Hundegger’s 80-tonne PBA Industry machine can cut 16m lengths of CLT to millimetre-precise tolerances for services, openings, attachment and
anchoring points and more. It can also cut the glulam produced at Timberlink’s upcoming CLT/GLT plant at Tarpeena in SA.

supply chains secure and resilient. It’s really
exciting to be growing this environmentally
friendly category.”
While much of the CLT produced will be
supplied directly to builders as panels ready
for use on site, Timberlink doesn’t expect
this to be the whole of the market.
“We’ll also be working in collaboration
with our existing customers for all sorts of
applications,” says Oliver.
“While CLT might be mostly used on large
builds now, it’s not completely straightforward
as we’re seeing this market evolve, and
there’s GLT, too. We’ve already got customers
who are doing really clever things around
prefab and projects where we’ve supplied
some elements of that prefab to the
fabricator or another intermediary before it
goes to the builder. We’re quite open to the
different timber engineered solutions our
partners come up with.
“I also think, over time, we’ll see buildings
similar to the demonstration building at
Holmesglen TAFE with CLT on the lower
levels, then a mix of CLT and GLT as you go
up and traditional stick framing timber at the
top. This sort of mixed construction means
the overall weight of the building is lessened,
but you’re still producing a structure that is a
carbon-positive solution. We work with a lot
www.timbertradernews.com

“We work with a lot of very clever people and I
think we’re going to see these products evolve in
quite a wide range of construction methods.”
of very clever people and I think we’re going
to see these products evolve in quite a wide
range of construction methods.”
The new CLT/GLT plant continues
Timberlink’s ongoing shift to high-tech
timber manufacture. The company has
invested heavily in high-tech scanning
systems and automation in recent years.
“The scanner we recently installed in our
current plant has artificial intelligence and
its machine learns and improves its grading
performance over time,” says Oliver.
“That requires highly skilled people to
manage that equipment, which means that
our workers aren’t just employed in a safer,
more physically sustainable role with us,
they learn more valuable and transferable
skills if they later choose to leave.”
The new 14,000m2 facility will deliver 150
local jobs during the construction phase, 27
full-time roles at start-up and 50 full-time

roles in Tarpeena and across Australia
(including designers and engineers) when it
reaches full production levels.
Rowe sees the plant as a much-needed
expansion of the wider Australian movement
to working in the prefabricated and panelised
area. “We’ve seen people like Timber Building
Systems in Melbourne delivering multi-storey
residential projects to NZ,” he says. “There’s a
lot of cool stuff coming in prefab and mass
timber and it’s only going to get bigger.”
Oliver agrees: “This is a really impressive,
significant investment, both in terms of
people and material. We’re really excited
about the first combined CLT/GLT plant in
Australia and being able to provide a carbonpositive material that’s made from plantation
pine, the ultimate renewable.”
For more details, visit www.
timberlinkaustralia.com.au and
www.hundegger.com.au
TIMBER TRADER NEWS / MARCH 2021
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PRODUCT FEATURE

Clockwise from top left: The ergonomic joystick
lift control on the new Aisle Master-OP; Operators
have an adjustable seat to rest against while
working; The driving interface can be set to
different skill levels and records information to aid
with servicing and planning.

Retail helper
With home delivery and click and collect services reaching record highs, Combilift’s new order
picker offers faster, more user-friendly service, plus a chance to optimise your stock storage.
nline ordering has boomed under Covid
for both retail and trade customers.
What started as a helpful way for people to
avoid direct contact during lockdown has
kept growing, with some figures showing
a decade’s-worth of growth in the
ecommerce sector in 2020.
Hardware and timber retailers with a
significant retail customer base (and some
without, too) have also seen strong growth
in their delivery and click and collect
services. Tradies, many of whom have had
anything but the quiet year they were
expecting, have taken advantage of the
time-savings offered by online ordering. But
the convenience for the customer comes

20 TIMBER TRADER NEWS / MARCH 2021

with a trade-off: it’s additional work for the
retailer, timber yard or trade centre and
there is an expectation of increased speed
and service without additional costs.
The most economical solution is often
machinery that can speed up the job of order
picking and getting deliveries out. Combilift’s
new Aisle Master-OP, a stand-on electricpowered lift, does just that.
“When you look at the product range
we’ve brought to market over recent years,”
says Martin McVicar, Combilift’s Ireland-based
managing director, ”None of the products
look like a conventional forklift. They’ve all got
something unique, whether that’s handling
long goods safely in a small area, handling

palletised goods in narrow aisles, our specific
pedestrian units… We invest very heavily in
our R&D, and even in 2020 with everything
else going on, we kept that up. The result is
this new product launch.”

NEW AISLE MASTER
“While the OP doesn’t look hugely different
to the standard Aisle Masters, moving into
the order picking side is a big difference,”
McVicar says.
“It had been on the drawing table for the
past five or six years and was driven by
customer feedback from people who were
looking for that order picking specialisation
well before Covid.”
www.timbertradernews.com
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Above: The Combilift Aisle Master-OP combines the roles of order picker and general forklift, making it an ideal second lift for hardware and timber yards.

Traditional Aisle Master trucks were adept
at nipping down narrow aisles between
racking, but getting on and off involved
climbing about a metre in and out to the
seat each time. The OP has a low 280mm
floor height, meaning it’s simple to just step
on and off, and is open both sides for
operator walk-through. This makes it quick
and comfortable for the operator to move
from the drive to order picking positions
multiple times through the working day.
In 2017 Combilift filed design copyright
protection on the step-through design, and
has also patented the front steering
mechanism, which uses a chain system that
keeps the unit extremely compact and
allows it to work in a very narrow aisle. This
mechanism is now being incorporated into
other Aisle Master models.
“We didn’t just focus on the mechanical
parts,” says McVicar, “we put a lot of focus
onto the operator comfort in this vehicle.”
The OP comes with a programmable
operator interface that uses a touch screen
system and has advanced driver assistance
systems, including automatic speed
www.timbertradernews.com

The OP has a low 280mm floor height, meaning
it’s simple to just step on and off, and is open
both sides for operator walk-through.
adjustment for cornering and tilt information
as well as a spring-applied parking brake.
Operating speeds can be set at different
maximums for different operators, keeping
novice operators at a more restrained pace.
The interface delivers all the essential
information, is easy to operate and, like the
seat and joystick, ergonomic – giving
support to the operators in every sense.
Additionally, the interface stores
information history, which helps aid aftersales support and can give useful data to
company managers.
During the design process, Combilift
partnered with several customer companies
around the world that had specific needs for
a unit like the OP. One of these was Sorted

Logistics in New Zealand, a business that
currently operates two Combilift Straddle
Carriers and 13 Aisle Masters.
“We knew they wanted assistance with
their order picking, so we had one of the
owners, Rewi Te Whatu, come to our facility
in February last year. His experience of user
needs helped finalise some of the finer
detail of the design,” McVicar says.
“He was a real driver in finessing how the
OP would work for the operators. Now
we’re finishing his first order of eight units.”
The Aisle Master-OP does a lot of the work
of an everyday lift as well as order picking. It
can be used for replenishing stock, bringing
pallets from truck to rack and to bring volume
stock from higher racks down to the picking
TIMBER TRADER NEWS / MARCH 2021
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Quick guide
• The Aisle Master-OP can be
configured with lift capacities
from 1500kg to 2500kg;
• Lift heights up to 12.1m;
• Can operate in aisles as narrow as
1650mm;
• Patented chain steering system
allows the truck to articulate more
than 205°;
• Inline drive motor and front drive
axle assembly to also aid
narrower aisle operation;
• Indoor/outdoor operation;
• Ergonomic multifunctional
programmable joystick control
lever in the operator compartment
includes hydraulics and traction
control;
• Operator Presence Detection floor
pad engages the parking brake
automatically when the operator
steps off the truck;
• Low 280mm floor height for
convenient, single step access
from both sides of the truck.

area at the bottom two levels. Instead of
moving the order picker out and a forklift in,
this one general-purpose unit does everything
from unloading to racking to order picking for
a wide variety of pallet sizes.
It comes with a standard lead-acid battery
at the moment, but the software on the
base model is lithium battery-ready and so
any customer who wants to work with
lithium is able to straight away. Because
battery technology is currently quite
localised, Combilift has left the sourcing
of lithium batteries to its local markets
rather than standardising out of its Irish
manufacturing base.
The battery unit has been designed for
easy changing using a pallet lift. Two
batteries will keep the unit in continual
operation for most usual applications.

WAREHOUSE OPTIMISING
Online ordering hasn’t been the only recent
change driving demand for products like the
Aisle Master-OP. Workplace social distancing
restrictions around the world have seen
manufacturers as well as retailers quickly
and significantly change the way they lay out
their workspaces, even faster than the
changes from increasing real estate costs.
McVicar says, “We’ve seen a massive
demand internationally for our product that
allows customers to store more raw
material or more finished goods in a smaller
area and free up production space in the
middle so there’s more room for workers
and for additional volumes. And that really
has created additional demand for our free
warehouse design service.”
The free warehouse consultancy planning
service is a no-commitment required extra

Workplace social distancing restrictions around
the world have seen manufacturers as well as
retailers quickly and significantly change the way
they lay out their workspaces.

Above: Narrow-aisle systems dramatically increase the amount of space available for either storage or production without compromising on access.
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that Combilift has been offering for many
years. While its key goal is, unsurprisingly, to
sell more product, the team has also worked
hard to foreground wider industry issues,
including worker safety and making the
most economical use of sites.
They deliver specific options to the
customer, all built around principles of space
and efficiency optimisation and eliminating
load movements at height, shown as
animations so customers can see how the
racking and machinery will work.
“With the free warehouse design, we
make this very visual for our clients,” says
McVicar. “We’ve had a doubling in demand
for the service over the last 12 months, and
now we’ve noticed the additional volume of
business it’s bringing in.”
For timber businesses with hardware
components and hardware stores with trade
yards, the combination of design service and
the new Aisle Master-OP opens up the
potential for a significant increase in stock,
or for handing over more space to the long
timber offer without having to sacrifice drivethrough areas or pay for more real estate.
Capable indoors and out, the OP is an
ideal second lift. “A lot of Australian
companies like your Mitre 10s and your
other building suppliers, they have a lot of
palletised goods, it’s not just long load
handling for them,” McVicar says. “There’s
great opportunity there for them to add this
unit, especially because it comes with a
wide range of rental options.
“The unit price point is already attractive,
but when you add in the warehouse design
and factor out the cost of the space they’re
saving by moving to the narrow-aisle model,
they’re actually getting a forklift for free.
We’ve seen customers renting less space or
subletting their spare space – it really opens
up your options.”
Chris Littlewood, Combilift country
manager, Australia, adds, “We’ve also seen
companies that are already using narrowaisle technologies be able to further increase
what they can store and get more value out
of their space with these new generations
of narrow-aisle lifts.”
The OP is the latest in Combilift’s
successful recent introductions, including
the Combi Container Slip Sheet (CSS), which
can very quickly load (six minutes to load a
full container) and unload packs of timber.
Tilling has recently placed a significant CSS
order to destuff their long engineered
product from its containers faster and with
reduced risk of damage compared to doing
the job with standard forklifts.
The CSS joins the straddle carrier range
and series of long-load specialty lifts that
have seen the brand find a natural home in
the timber sector. The OP slots into this
offer neatly. Like the other units, it’s
www.timbertradernews.com

Above: The low, 280mm step-through operator platform makes it easy for users to get on and off the OP
for order picking without strain. Top: Battery changeovers are a quick one-person job.

“The unit price point is already attractive, but
when you factor out the cost of the space they’re
saving, they’re actually getting a forklift for free.”
differentiated by its focus on how
businesses actually use their machines.
“We’ve seen in ecommerce that all the
goods aren’t on uniform pallets,” McVicar
says. “Many traditional forklift trucks are only
suitable for uniform pallets, which isn’t what

goes into the normal online order.
At Combilift, we make machines for what
businesses do, not what’s easiest for us to
design and manufacture.”
For more information, visit https://
combilift.com/aisle-master-op/
TIMBER TRADER NEWS / MARCH 2021
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with Peter Maguire

The 4C’s
Turns out there are more than two C’s in compliance.
ne of the most common client requests
that we get as a HR consulting firm is
for a document – a policy or contract for
example – in the client’s belief that that will
mean that they can demonstrate compliance
with some aspect of employment law.
Having written employment contracts and
policies and procedures for managing people
is really important for lots of reasons and we
certainly encourage our clients to put them
in place and regularly review them.
However, we also tell them that this is
just one step (and a very important one) in
achieving compliance.

COMPLIANCE HAS 4 C’S
What we know from case law is that there
is a lot more involved in compliance than
just issuing a document.
We also know that having a policy that
is not itself applied in practice can seriously
compromise an employer in an internal
dispute or disagreement and, even worse,
in legal proceedings and claims made to
external tribunals.
Among the first questions that we ask
when we get an enquiry for assistance with
a bullying complaint or a disciplinary process
or other like matters are:
• Do you have a policy or procedure in
place for that?
• If so, did you follow it?

to a particular position on an issue. This
might be an articulation of a commitment
on a compliance matter such as a workplace
health and safety policy statement or
a commitment to a performance
management process.
It could also be in the form of an
employment contract which sets out the
various entitlements, rights and

commitments of an employer and employee
in the employment relationship.
It is important to remember that this
document just sets out a commitment –
what we intend to happen.
For that reason, care needs to be taken in
developing the policy or contract to ensure
that it is a fit with the language and culture
and structure of the organisation. It needs to

Care needs to be taken in developing the policy
or contract to ensure that it fits the language,
culture and structure of the organisation.
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It is remarkable how many times we get a
“no” or “I don’t know” to one of those
questions.
So what do you need to do to be
compliant?
We believe that there are four steps,
which we call the 4C’s.

C1: COMMITMENT
The very first step in compliance is when
management makes a public commitment
24 TIMBER TRADER NEWS / MARCH 2021
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be contextualised to the manner that you
intend it to apply, i.e. it has to be fit for
purpose in your business.
Too often, we see businesses put in place
policies that have been borrowed from
elsewhere and set in place “because we
have to have one” and often with no real
likelihood of them being followed.
That is a recipe for disaster.

C2: CAPABILITY
The next step in compliance is to provide
the systemic and resource capability to give
life to the commitment in practice.
This means that you need systems and
procedures that translate the commitments
made into practical actions and processes
that make it happen. For example, under
your Workplace Health and Safety Policy,
there should be an Issue Resolution
procedure that sets out the steps involved in
dealing with any WHS issues that arise in
the workplace.
You need to allocate responsibilities to
people and give them the time and
opportunity to be able to properly exercise
those commitments.
One of the most common failings here
is not really committing to a process, e.g.
‘we have a Safety Committee which is
supposed to meet every month but we are
too busy so we’ll defer meetings until things
settle down.’

Everyone should be
educated about
policies and rights.
That tells people inside and outside your
business that safety is not a priority.
So when you design a process to
implement a policy, make sure that you can
do it on a continuing basis and stick to it.

C3: COMPETENCY
Where is that first mistake in a performance
management or disciplinary process most
commonly made?
The immediate supervisor is the one who
most commonly has to deal with such an
issue first, and it should be no surprise that
that is where those mistakes most
commonly occur.
What is the most common cause of first
line supervisors making those mistakes?
They haven’t been properly trained and
supported in managing the people whom
they are responsible for and in dealing with
performance and disciplinary matters.
However, it isn’t just about first line
supervisors. Everyone in the business
should be educated about policies and

what their rights and responsibilities are
under them.
Additionally, everyone who has a role to
play in the particular area of commitment
needs to be competent in performance of
that role.
How well equipped are your people to
exercise their responsibilities under your
policies and procedures?

C4: CULTURE
So you have made the commitment, you
have invested in the capability and you have
ensured that all of your people have the
competency to be able to play their parts
effectively.
There are lots of organisations who do
all of that but could still be challenged and
at risk in an action against them on a
compliance matter.
Why?
Because they have not embedded the
practice in the culture of the organisation.
As one very wise mentor of mine once
said, there are three tests that you need to
satisfy in assuring that this policy is real:
1. The system exists
2. The system is applied in practice
3. And the tough one – people believe in
the system
Do your people believe that your
commitments in policies, procedures, etc.
are real?

Peter Maguire is the owner and practice leader of Ridgeline HR, an award winning HRM consulting practice which he
founded in 2000. Peter is an acknowledged expert in workplace relations compliance and also a high-performance
leadership coach with over 40 years experience in HRM. Ridgeline HR’s byline is Helping PEOPLE in BUSINESS and that
is essentially what Peter does – help business people with their people business.

STAY ON THE PULSE
From new products and techniques to industry
issues and campaigns, keep up to date with
what’s happening in the timber world with a
subscription to TimberTrader News.
TimberTrader News is the industry’s top resource, including sector
news, profiles on industry personalities and in-depth features.
12 month subscription is only A$99 or A$120 for NZ subscribers.
www.timbertradernews.com/subscribe or phone on (02) 9439 1955

AUSTRALIA’S MOST RELEVANT AND WELL-LOVED TIMBER INDUSTRY MAGAZINE
www.timbertradernews.com
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Timber offsite construction
After more than 20 years inspiring new timber builds and technologies, this year’s TOC event
brings some exciting changes that will make it more accessible than ever.

L
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Above: Panels at Timber Offsite Construction are made up of experts with hands-on experience.

who have done a lot of work in educating
designers and fabricators about what their
products can do and how to do it; fabricators
who have expanded their offer and often
invested in new machinery for it; designers
who have changed their practice to reflect
design for manufacture and assembly (DfMA)
principles; and developers who have backed
the others with their cash. And Frame’s TOC
events deserve their share of credit, too.
An important part of recent TOCs has
been designers talking about what
succeeded and what they could have done
better in their projects. Panels have become
very hands-on, with real-world examples and
surprisingly open accounts of various issues
– including some very honest discussions of
fixing mistakes (and saving others from
repeating them). While some presentations
are definitely still designed to inspire, many
others are highly practical master classes.
Now, thanks to the 2021 format refresh,
TOC is no longer restricted to in-person.

“The event is now ‘hybrid’,” says Kevin
Ezard, Frame Australia founder and director.
“So we’ll welcome delegates and speakers
from around Australia and globally, providing
access to both national and international
contacts. The new digital programs will have
interactive connections for exhibitors to
network with delegates both attending and
online – that’s a big update this year!”
Sessions will combine live streaming
international presenters with in-person local
speakers, to provide comprehensive and
interactive global coverage of topics by
world-renowned experts, without any
lockdown or quarantine risks.
Registration fees have been reduced to
make TOC more accessible, with Virtual
online session fees only $95 per session or
$195 for the full two-day event. In-person
attendees can also opt to attend specific
sessions; a saving on the whole-event cost.
Website registration will be live this month,
with a range of booking options and
www.timbertradernews.com
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ast year was decidedly not a good one
for conferences. But as the Frame
Australia team regretfully cancelled the 2020
Timber Offsite Construction [TOC] event,
they took the opportunity to re-imagine it for
the future. The result is a refreshed format
that is more accessible than ever before and
targets its various audiences more closely.
The 2021 TOC will run on 22 and 23 June,
both live at Crown Promenade Melbourne
and online. This year’s theme is ‘Timber &
Technology: The Zero Carbon Future’ and will
focus on current trends that are changing
the way we build our homes and cities for a
more sustainable world.
While Frame events have always
showcased innovation and encouraged
collaboration, recent events have seen the
model refined to broaden its impact.
At my first TOC, I remember a question
from the audience about how offsite
construction methodologies could be made
more relevant to the average fabricator.
There was a bit of argy-bargy in the reply.
Both sides had a point: many of the case
studies that year were Tier 1 buildings that
represented multi-million dollar investments,
like Forte and 25 King. These were the work
of high-end developers and builders and the
large-scale fabricators who work closely
with them. At the same time, not a lot of
fabricators were working outside the
traditional models of trusses and wall
frames, so mid-rise builders moving into
offsite work who did want to expand the
pool of fabricators weren’t spoiled for choice.
How quickly the sector has changed.
Cassettes have boomed in most states,
many more fabricators are manufacturing
large floors and wall panels for quick on-site
assembly, and there’s been a strong rise in
designers and developers taking advantage
of offsite construction to deliver faster,
cheaper and safer builds for projects ranging
from townhouses to daycare centres.
Credit for that change is rightly shared
among EWP manufacturers and suppliers –

AUTOBUILD NEWS

Above: Complexe Synergia in Quebec has had great response to its exposed mass timber design from the tenants, leading to a more contented workplace.

opportunities for Partners and Sponsors to
come on board also still available.
“Fabricators should definitely attend the
Manufacturing and Technology session,
which has some great speakers,” says Ezard.
“Opening the session will be Gerry
McCaughey the chief executive and
chairman of Entekra USA, which is one of
the largest home prefabricators in the world,

“Opening the Manufacturing and Technology
session will be Gerry McCaughey of Entekra USA,
one of the largest home prefabricators in the
world, plus Ola Skoglund of Randek Robotics.”
plus Ola Skoglund, chief operating officer of
Randek Robotics presenting on robotic
digital processing and assembly for timber
building construction.
“The building project panels will also be
very relevant. They’re currently being
finalised and that information will be
released in the next month or so. They’ll
cover a spectrum of innovative projects from
mid-size to large buildings.”
The conference sessions are grouped into
the following themes:

BUILDING DESIGN INFLUENCES
The built environment is a major contributor
to climate change, accounting for around
40% of emissions and of 25% waste. This
needs to change by working together
towards a net zero and regenerative built
environment in a socially responsible way.
The construction industry should be part of
the solution to deliver net zero projects and
regenerative places.
Automation in mass wood building design
from architectural concept to finishing with
manufacturing level drawings is now a
www.timbertradernews.com
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faster construction, improved quality and
higher turnover for both residential and
commercial buildings.
Robots can now collaborate and perform
numerous multi-functions including cutting,
routing, milling, nailing, gluing, marking and
component assembly of finished panels
ready for site installation. Digital processing
in automated production generates
completed elements with the capability of
each component to be totally unique.

II

GLOBAL WOOD BUILDING
PROJECTS
The shift towards sustainable building
materials is creating a massive global surge
in timber and mass wood construction with
a vast array of projects from mid-rise to
high-rise buildings.
This session will include speakers on
current building projects that have faced
logistical and engineering challenges that
have been overcome with new and
innovative cost-effective design solutions
that will change the way we build in timber
and mass wood in the future.
Highlights include speaker presentations
on the largest mass wood building in the
C
C
world now under construction, and the
C
tallest hybrid mass wood buildingC in theMM
world currently in design phase. MM
Y
Y

BUILDING PROJECT PANEL
SESSIONS

reality and makes whole-of-life design
possible. Rethinking buildings as component
systems in conjunction with new technology
platforms can boost production of digitally
fabricated products including CLT, glulam and
other wood components for construction,
help to speed delivery of the much-vaunted
circular economy.

CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTIVITY
High productivity can be achieved by
improving speed to market; moving labour
from the field to the factory; leveraging
technology for every process; and providing
a high quality, responsible product. These
goals describe how to design and build with
mass timber, combined with a platform
approach for project delivery with significant
improvements to productivity.
DfMA is a crucial part of process
simplification and cost reduction that
focuses on ease of manufacture and
efficiency of assembly to minimise costs.
Hybrid materials and construction systems
are becoming prevalent as designers and
28 TIMBER TRADER NEWS / MARCH 2021

Panels are comprised
of developers,
architects, engineers,
builders and suppliers
discussing ‘real life’
project challenges.
manufacturers seek to maximise the
benefits of materials by harnessing the
potential of each component.

MANUFACTURING AND
TECHNOLOGY
Residential construction in Australia has a
high level of truss and frame prefabrication,
but a relatively low level of panelisation
compared with global trends. The growing
trend is to reduce labour on site with more
value adding in prefabrication to achieve

M
M

Y
Y

Y
Y

CM
CM

CM
CM

CM
CM

MY
MY

MY
MY

Selected building construction projects CYCYwith CYCY
unique features and/or innovativeCYCY design
CMY
CMY
CMY
CMY
concepts will be discussed by key
CMY
CMY
K
K
K
influencers in the projects. Panels are K
K
K
comprised of developers, architects,
engineers, builders and timber suppliers
discussing ‘real life’ project challenges
encountered and the solutions developed to
achieve the design and construction
outcomes required.
Projects selected will provide a range of
timber and mass wood construction systems
including mid-rise residential, unique hotel
accommodation, office buildings, high rise
apartments, university campus facilities,
community welfare facilities, commercial
precinct developments and more.
Panels will be followed by Q&A sessions
and open discussion with delegates.
MY
MY

Above: Offsite construction sees whole walls slotting into place, meaning speedy builds with less labour.
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Future issues of TTN will provide updates on
the finalised speakers and building projects,
as well as more details on the Timber
Offsite Construction exhibitors and event.
Timber Offsite Construction 2021
runs Tuesday and Wednesday 22–23
June at Crown Promenade
Melbourne and online. For more info
and to register, visit www.
timberoffsiteconstruction.com
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TIMBER NOGGINS
By Afzal Laphir, Principal Engineer, Meyer Timber

The hole truth on I-joists
Taking more care when cutting access holes can save a lot of time and worry.
rior to the mid-1980s, floor systems
were generally made out of solid joists
which gave limited opportunities to put
penetrations through. So, dropped ceilings
and bulkheads were the accepted practice
to accommodate services until I-joists and
open webbed floor systems came along.
Floor trusses were a godsend to builders
as service pipes and ducts were able to be
easily navigated within the floor depth.
I-joists had their own advantages at a better
price point, but there were limitations where
the installer could cut the penetrations out.
However, the recent developments in
the I-joist offer and the availability of new
products have given I-joist users greater
flexibility and fewer headaches on site.
Running services through I-joist floor
systems is easier to achieve now with a little
input from the builder at the design and
installation stages.
As a starting point, it is important to
understand the rules and ‘no-go’ zones for
service holes to ensure compliance and
getting it right is critical for the structural
integrity of the I-joist.

STANDARD RULES
As holes directly impact on the shear
capacity of the I-joist, their size and location
are dictated by the shear force along the
span. For a single-span floor joist, carrying
uniformly distributed loads, the shear force
moves from a maximum value at the
support to zero at mid-span and therefore
it is prudent to locate larger holes as close
to mid-span as possible.
As a basic rule, holes with diameters
larger than 40mm are not permitted within a
distance of 300mm from the face of a
support, sometimes called the no-go zone,
shown in red in Fig 1 (right).
This rule can become more stringent as
the span, loading or the size of hole gets
30 TIMBER TRADER NEWS / MARCH 2021

For the best outcome,
consider service
installation at the
time of design.
larger. For example, when a 300x45
(MJ300 45) joist at 600mm spacing
supporting standard domestic loads is
spanning 3.5m (single-span), a 200x300mm
rectangular hole is allowed at the minimum
distance of 300mm.
However, at its maximum span of 4.6m,
the same hole must be located at least
1000mm away from a support. It is
therefore important, prior to installation,
to understand the recommended hole
locations provided by the reputable I-joist
distributors. Alternatively, seek advice from
their design teams.
Refer to Fig 1 for an illustration of
recommended locations, size and spacing of
holes (X and Y are distances obtained from
separate tables, not included here). Although
these rules appear similar, they may change
slightly between distributors and the correct
product technical literature must be used.

No holes over
40mm in red zones
X

Y
Y
D

End
Support

Maximum
40mm hole in
cantilever span

40mm holes allowed in
centre of web (where
possible) with 100mm
between holes

X

300

For a given span, the shear force at an
intermediate support of a continuous twospan joist is higher than that at end supports
of a single span joist. This difference can be
as high as 25%, for equal spans, which
necessitates separate requirements for holes
close to end and intermediate supports. As a
reference, the 200x300 rectangular hole in
the above example must be 1300mm away
from an intermediate support. On a positive
side, the impact of holes close to an endsupport of a continuous span joist is much
lower than for a single span, allowing the
300mm rule to apply in most scenarios
which can be verified using I-joist software
supplied by engineered timber distributors,
such as designIT.
Not only does the distance from the
support matter; the number of holes and
distance between them also needs to be
considered for I-joists. Typically, no more
than three (3) holes above 75mm diameter
are allowed in any one span and the
distance between holes needs to be at least
twice the diameter/length of the bigger hole.
Again, this should be checked against the
relevant I-joist technical literature.
Lastly, multiple holes that are situated
close together can be grouped as a single
large hole for the sake of checking
design suitability.

Min
Larger of
2D or 2L

L H
300

300

Intermediate
Support

300
25mm holes allowed
anywhere in web with
50mm between holes

300

Cantilever

End
Support

Fig 1 – Recommendations of holes (rules may vary between distributors)
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HOW TO GET IT RIGHT
Despite clear information on dos and don’ts
on holes, we continue to experience issues
on site as plumbers/electricians go about
their task of finding the shortest route for
the pipe/duct. The recommended hole
locations are sometimes ignored and
hammers used to smash holes through the
webs. Such errors and damage to joists can
be costly to repair, and the degree of
difficulty gets worse if service pipes are
already in place.
Each trade works independently, and it
gets harder to meet the requirements as
construction progresses. Often the air
conditioning installer, who has to cut the
largest penetration, is the last to do so and
must work around what has been done
before. Better co-ordination between the
builder and his trades will go a long way
in mitigating these issues. Decisions can
be collectively made – early in the process –
on the optimum pathway for the service
pipes and ducts, ensuring compliance with
I-joist distributors’ recommendations.
That said, the best outcome can be
achieved only if consideration is given to
service installation at the time of design, not
just confined to plumbing around wet-areas
and electrical layout, but also ducting for airconditioning, heating and exhaust fans.
If layouts for such services are available,
I-joist floor systems can be detailed with
holes, sized and located to suit, and even
pre-cut on CNC machinery by the distributor
if required. The designers can also look at

Fig 2 – The IHS support bracket to strengthen I-joists around holes

consolidating the services to minimise the
number of holes and thus enable easy
installation on-site, saving the builder time
and money.

HOLE SUPPORT BRACKET
A recent addition to the I-joist offer is the
Simpson Strong-Tie hole support (IHS)
bracket (see Fig 2, above), which is designed
to strengthen I-joists when holes are
required to be cut in locations outside
standard recommendations.
The IHS bracket allows holes to be located
as close as 50mm from the face of a
support and can be installed even when
services are already in-situ, giving significant
flexibility to the builder.
Holes through I-joists are easy to
accommodate and quick and simple to make
but there are limitations on what is allowed.
It would be a major benefit for the builder or

site supervisor to spend a bit of time once
the framing was complete to discuss
service runs with their subcontractors and
highlight any issues that may arise in terms
of hole placement. Or even better still, if this
discussion happens at the design stage to
make life easier on site. And all trades
should be aware of the basic limitations on
hole sizes, locations and spacing noted
above that are similar for all I-joist products.
Doing this could save expensive repairs
and time delays on the job, which is what
every builder aims for. And that’s the truth,
the hole truth and nothing but the truth.

For more information on this topic, contact Afzal Laphir via email at AfzalL@meyertimber.com.au

Coming up in

PARQUETRY
FEATURE
Coming up in the April 2021
issue of TimberTrader News,
a special feature on:
• Modern and traditional parquetry.
• Getting the most economical use
out of hardwood timbers.
• Adhesives and care.
Does your company want to be a part of this in-depth feature? For advertising your products and services
to our 5000+ readers, contact Julie McConachy on 0409 381 813 or email juliem@paragonmedia.com.au
For editorial opportunities, contact Donyale Harrison on 0417 487 497 or email donyale.harrison@paragonmedia.com.au
ADVERTISING AND EDITORIAL DEADLINE: Wednesday 3 March 2021.
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t’s hard to believe at the start of this
pandemic, a year ago, there were grave
concerns from nearly every analyst, who
all suggested the industry was headed
towards a massive cliff. As the months
passed, the cliff kept getting pushed back,
only to never arrive.
The HIA December 2020 report instead
showed a surging market with new homes
nearly doubling in December compared to
November. The December 2020 quarter was
48.7% higher than September 2020 and a
whopping 99.9% higher than the same time
the previous year.
There is no doubt that Federal
Government’s HomeBuilder program can
take the credit for the housing boom as
consumers hurriedly signed contracts
to build their new homes before the
31 December 2020 deadline to receive
a $25,000 subsidy. Last November, the
HomeBuilder program was extended to

allow contracts signed from 1 January to
30 March 2021, for the lesser subsidy
of $15,000.
According to HIA’s December report, “this
is the second strongest month of new home
sales in the 20 years of the HIA Surveys
with this result only exceeded by the
March 2001 figures.”
Whilst the eligible contracts must be
entered into between 4 June 2020 and 31
March 2021 (inclusive), construction need
not commence before 31 March, however,
it must commence within six months of the
contract date.
This means slab after slab is being laid to
qualify as commencement of the job, but I
am concerned they won’t be able to keep up
with the work or perhaps even afford to
finish the job.
There is no doubt the supply chain is
stretched to its limits. Fabricators are
struggling to access enough timber to do
www.timbertradernews.com
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Government policy needs to be better designed and managed
to genuinely support the sector.
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the jobs, but this is not the only product in
the building supply chain that is in short
supply. I’ve heard of doors, door knobs,
windows and other products, as well as
timber, that are hard to come by and I’ve
even heard some builders are having to
bid for their tradies as they are under
massive demand.
It’s important that when Government
initiatives, such as HomeBuilder, are
introduced, businesses speak up and
engage with politicians to ensure the
scheme is 100% successful and, in my
opinion, the only way this is going to happen
is if we can slow things down. For this to
happen, we need the government to put on
the brakes and extend the time period for
commencement of construction.
My concern is the builder not being able
to afford to finish every job as they will need
to manage progress payments for the many
jobs they have started. With the base/slab
attracting the smallest progress payment of
approximately 10% and then the frame
being the next at 15%, how will builders be
able to juggle the jobs and keep the money
flowing?
You only need to think back to 2001 when
Australia’s second-largest insurer at the
time, HIH Insurance, went broke leaving
thousands of homeowners without
insurance. Given the behaviour of some of
the insurance companies, such as QBE,
during the pandemic who have changed
policies and covers without notice, I am
concerned we will see further insurance
companies either change goalposts or go
broke as they cover debts of builders.
FTMA Australia does not want to see new
fabricators springing up based on a false
economy or market as there is no indication
that this boom will continue in the future.
What FTMA Australia would like to see is
the Government providing manufacturing

Preliminary application data
Total Applications as at 31 December 2020
25,000

25,000

21,595
New Build

20,000

16,613
15,000

20,000

Substantial Renovation

15,000

13,687
11,924

10,000

10,000

7428
5000

5000

1812

1891
193

0
NSW

VIC

QLD

WA

SA

TAS

ACT

0

NT

Sources: http://treasury.gov.au/coronavirus/homebuilder

When initiatives like HomeBuilder are introduced,
businesses must engage with politicians to
ensure the scheme is 100% successful.
grants for greater optimisation where our
current fabricators can increase their
productivity and efficiency and see longterm sustained growth.
It has been an extremely tough year and
with the continuing developments around
Covid-19 – and given most Australians won’t
receive their vaccine until September or
October – we have some tough, uncertain
times still ahead.
FTMA Australia, as always will be there

for our members to guide them through the
uncertainty of Covid as well as assist in
developing a lobbying document which
includes talking points for fabricators as we
encourage them to engage their local
members of parliament.
We encourage people in our sector to find
their voice, to tell politicians their business’s
story and outline the challenges they face
day to day within their business.
Kersten Gentle

For more information contact FTMA on 0418 226 242 or via email at kersten@ftma.com.au

43-45 Overseas Drive, Noble Park VIC 3174
Phone: (03) 9701 2777 Fax: (03) 9701 2677
Phil McCormack:
Nick Arfaras:
Glenn Lawrenson:
Matt Leplaa:

0438 255 118
0438 255 115
0438 255 116
0403 724 184
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F17/Supa17 KD Hardwood solids up to 5.4m
Supachord KD Hardwood
Supachord ‘H2’ KD Hardwood
Supachord ‘H3’ KD Hardwood
Supalam17 up to 7.2m

HARDWOOD - The Proven Performer
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TRUSS TALK
with Paul Davis

Deflection limits
Don’t look for a one-size-fits-all solution. Instead, find the best fit for your customer.

T

he world is a difficult and confusing
place. We are meant to be masters of
our financial affairs, therapists to our
partners, workplace safety experts, tutors to
our children, a repository of website
passwords, Covid protocol compliant, IT
experts, looking after our bodies, up with
the latest on Netflix, filters of spam emails,
and be across any number of other social
protocols and dictates. Oh, I forgot – and
also be good at our jobs.
Into this difficult and confusing mix, I’m
going to throw in some more complexity –
deflection limits.
As a designer, it’s very hard to come to
grips with what the allowable deflection limit
should be for different situations and
different materials. Most material standards
(concrete, timber, steel etc) only give
suggested limits. And these are wildly
inconsistent from one material to another.
(Which doesn’t make sense because to
the consumer deflection is deflection, they
don’t care what causes it.) What to adopt is
up to the designer.
If you’re thinking deeply about deflection
limits, it’s important to ask: “What is the
problem we are trying to solve?” Is it a
visual problem, is it deflection causing some
sort of cracking to the supported members
or to the linings, or is it a loss of function
such as a lintel coming down and jamming a
sliding door assembly?
Layered on top of these questions is,
what sort of customer do you have? For
instance, for public housing it is probably
important to maximise accommodation
within a given budget and so slightly looser
deflection limits can be tolerated. In a
storage building, do the rats really care if the

rafters look a bit saggy? Or is this a high-end
structure with customers paying a fortune
and wanting the best results possible?
And, mounded on top of that is the
question of what is the load you’re
designing for? If it is a roof, it’s sort of clear
but in fact even the timing of the loading of
linings can have an effect on some
deflection problems. And if it’s a floor joist,
what is the expected live load? Do we
design for the average load houses get, do
we design for the off chance that someone
wants to put in a spa on our floor, do we
design for a bunch of rampaging teenage
boys or all quiet-as-a-mouse retirees?
And, heaped on top of that again is the
fact that the materials we use and the way
the structures behave is not perfectly
known and so there is the potential for
some variability in the deflection from
what is calculated.
So far all I’ve given you is a bunch of
questions – and I’m not going to give
specific answers. In my design I don’t use
one-size-fits-all limits. Rather, I try and take a
structure on its merits and choose deflection
limits that balance the best interests of the
budget, desired outcomes and variability in
materials and loads. I have, for example,
adopted different ceiling deflection limits
depending on whether you can come
down stairs and sight along the ceiling
compared with a single storey house with
high ceilings where it’s harder to visually
pick up defections.
When it comes to roof trusses, there are
actually some relatively hard limits in
AS1720.5 which is the newish standard for
the design of timber trusses. These limits
would already be hardcoded into your

software but, I believe, some programs give
you some chance to finesse the limits. There
is good reason for some scope for
adjustment because, as I have argued, one
size doesn’t fit all.
Trusses are more complex beasts than
simple stick timber members. That’s
because there are multiple different ways a
truss can deflect, all which demand their
own deflection limits:
• Overall deflection – that is the deflection
you can camber out.
• Overall deflections of trusses supported
on their overhangs or mid-panel (which
can’t be cambered out).
• Chord deflection between panel points.
• Relative deflection of one truss to
another (for example a truncated standard
that is deflecting differently from the
adjoining truncated girder).
• Deflection of a truss relative to a rigid
structure (such as a standard truss near a
gable wall).
• Deflections of overhangs.
So, despite the fact that there are limits in
the code and limits in your software, all
these complexities mean that it’s potentially
wrong to always accept the truss standard’s
hard limits. Sometimes there is a case for
more liberal limits and sometimes there is a
case to tighten things up. And to do that,
you need to critically think about every job
and take it on its own merits.
Winnie-the-Pooh, my role model and
personal hero, summed up the difficulties
with life and roof trusses perfectly – to
paraphrase him: “when I think of things
with my very small brain, Things that are
very Thingish inside me look terribly different
when complicated people look in.”

Paul Davis is an independent structural engineer managing his own consulting firm Project X Solutions Pty Ltd. The
views in this column are Paul’s and do not reflect the opinions of TimberTrader News.
Phone: 02 4576 1555 | Email: paul@projectxsolutions.com.au
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DELIVERING
PRECISION
Vekta‘s Interior and Exterior StakPros are designed to increase your
production and improve safety.Why have many hands lifting trusses
when one operator can do the job by using only a remote control!
Vekta‘s Interior StakPro is designed to suit your truss jig system.
With heavy duty caster wheels and a guided rail mount you
can put the StakPro where you need it! The Exterior StakPro
has adjustable feet allowing the machine to adapt to your
site and manufacturing processes.
With the PRESS of a button the StakPro will
LIFT the finished truss out of the jig and
STACK it on a trolley. Clever!

info@vekta.com.au I vekta.com.au

TURN TO THE TURBO-DRIVE

CUT. STACK.
PRINT. MILL

HUNDEGGER TURBO-DRIVE “CUT”
The Hundegger TURBO-Drive has enjoyed tremendous success in the region since its local launch a little over 18 months
ago. Its super-fast operation, flexibility, small footprint and user-friendly interface has made it the machine of choice for
serious frame and truss operations. Many of the Hundegger TURBO-Drive machines are running multiple shifts and
cutting stacked components, situated in operations where it is the second, third or fourth machine in operation.
However, we now have a revised specification that allows smaller or newer operations to enjoy all the benefits of a
Hundegger CNC saw – without compromise. The Hundegger TURBO-Drive CUT!

“...this job with birds-mouths took me
just 20 mins on the ‘CUT’, it would have
been over 3 hours previously...”

The TURBO Drive Cut is supplied with an automated infeed and outfeed, 5-axis servo-controlled saw unit, waste
conveyors, printing, security fence, powerful motors, centralised lubrication, production monitor, short piece handling,
full software and Truss UI touch-screen, and includes delivery, installation, training and even a spare saw-blade!
Other packages available stand-alone or combined include:
Hundegger TURBO-Drive “STACK”
All the above features, plus increased stacking capability and material handling for
even greater productivity gains
Hundegger TURBO-Drive “PRINT”
All the above features, plus extended printing capability
Text, part numbers, job ID, etc

Hundegger TURBO-Drive “MILL”
All the above features, plus tool carrier, soft starter for infeed system, and
powerful 7.5kW vertical milling head and dedicated double mitre tool
Hundegger TURBO-Drive “PLUS”
All the above features, plus driven outfeed chains for
faster and more automated operation
Whatever your requirements, the Hundegger TURBO-Drive has a package to suit, all with localised Technical Support.
All machines can be upgraded at a later date to ensure your investment returns full value.
For detailed specifications, contact Sam Rowe on +61 418 561 023 sam.rowe@hundegger.com.au

